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ABSTRACT
This paper presents VIVA, a novel interactive tool for visually ex-
ploring long videos and searching for specific moments. Previous
work on video data exploration and analytics often assumes that
manually-created, rich annotations are available. However, such
metadata may not be easily obtained. We design an interactively
machine learning workflow for users to rapidly create annotations
along a timeline. Combined with VIVA’s focus+context visualization
that effectively displays frame snapshots in the context of a video
stream, VIVA enables users to explore and analyze long video clips
by incrementally make sense of them. We present usage scenarios
that demonstrate how users would use VIVA for video-related tasks.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing→ Interactive systems and tools;
Visual analytics.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Videos are being produced at an unprecedented scale. These in-
clude long multi-hour videos, such as live-streams and event record-
ings [11, 28–30, 33]. A critical challenge exists in exploring these
videos and searching for their contents because they are unstruc-
tured and multi-modal data—a video consists of a long sequence of
images and a continuous audio stream. Thus the first step for video
analysis often involves extracting metadata, such as entities tagged
to time segments (e.g., persons, places). However, existing work
on video interfaces often assumes that manually annotated data
are already available [16, 18, 23, 24, 32], which is not always the
case. While the problem of obtaining annotated data interactively
from users has been widely studied in the literature of interactive
machine learning [3, 8–10, 15, 17, 34], applying it to the domain of
video exploration and analysis remains a challenging problem.

In this paper, we present a new interactive tool that supports
visual information seeking and analytic tasks for videos when an-
notations only partially exist. This problem poses the following
two questions:

(1) How can we design user interfaces for exploring a long
video? Can we effectively display the snapshots of video
frames (which are always available from raw files)?

(2) How can we develop user workflows for quickly and interac-
tively creating annotations to support their analysis? Can we
integrate modern deep learning techniques into the process?

1.1 Design Considerations
Overview and Filtering of Frame Images (Q1).We aim to apply
Shneiderman’s information seeking mantra, “Overview first, Zoom
and filter, then Details-on-Demand,” [26] to videos. If we consider
a video as a sequence of images, then our Q1 can be turned into
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Figure 1: VIVA’s focus+context view applied to a sequence of video frames for overview. Frames that are visually very different
from the previous frame are fully shown (i.e., focus), while the others are collapsed to provide the context around the fully
shown frames. In this example, VIVA ingests the video of the episode ‘E-Mail Surveillance’ in Season 2 of The Office TV series.

Figure 2: VIVA’s human-AI collaboration approaches to
rapidly creating entity annotations

a matter of supporting overview and zooming/filtering for a long
sequence of frame images that may be tagged with entities. To
address this problem, we adapt the focus+context technique [6], a
classic but effective technique for visualizing data where sequential
context is crucial. This brings several design considerations, such
as how we determine frames to “focus”, how we display “context”,
and how we let users “filter” frames.

Deeper Exploration by Annotating High-level Concepts
(Q2).To support the filtering operations for video frames, the frames
need to be annotated. While some of them may be annotated with-
out human inputs by using pretrained models (e.g., known types of
objects like cars and traffic lights [19]), high-level concepts that are
specific to users may not be fully-automated (e.g., a family member
appearing at a special occasion) [9, 34]. We take an interactive ma-
chine learning (iML) workflow to minimally take human inputs and
let users refine machine predictions, which is illustrated in Figure 2.

Design Goals. With these considerations in mind, we derive
the following design goals:
G1. Provide an overview of a video using focus+context tech-

niques applied to frame snapshots;
G2. Support filtering with various annotated information;
G3. Allow users to annotate entities using a machine-in-the-loop

interactive workflow; and
G4. Enable incremental sensemaking of and faceted searching

within videos through a tight integration of the frame overview
and annotation workflow.

2 INTRODUCING VIVA
We present VIVA, a novel interactive tool for visually exploring
and analyzing videos, consisting of a focus+context visualization
of videos and an iterative annotation workflow for further filtering.

2.1 Video Frame Overview with Focus+Context
The frame view, themain panel of VIVA, features a new focus+context
visualization of video frames. As depicted in Figure 1, it displays
video frames, video snapshots sampled once per second, along with
their captions. Most frames are cropped to 10% of the width of
the original image, adapted from the literature on cropping video
frames [7, 13, 20, 31]. Frames that are fully shown serve as focal
points (focus) while the cropped frames serve as context within
a video stream (context), for an overview without losing context.
To determine a set of default focal points, we adapted temporal
segmentation algorithms to detect when a scene changes and we
determine the very first frame of each segment as a keypoint [5, 14].

User interactions to maximize and filter frames. We design
multiple ways for users to interact with the frame view. Users can
maximize collapsed frames (with hover; click to pin), zoom into
multiple collapsed frames (with context menu), filter frames by
captions or entity annotations, and find similar frames by using
pretrained image embeddings, as in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Multiple filters applied to frames. In this example,
fully shown frames include the frame shown in the video
player, those in which both Jim and Pam are present, those
that are pinned by a user, and those that are similar to the
frame at 5:53.
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Figure 4: Using VIVA’s interactive annotation workflow, a
user creates a “crosswalk” while exploring driving videos. AI-
suggested frames are shown as full images and highlighted
with striped green, and the user can accept/reject them. The
example video used is from https://youtu.be/wdIu8XdqtWM.

2.2 Deeper Exploration with Interactive
Annotation

Even with the focus+context view described above, making sense of
long videos can still be challenging for users because of the limited
number of available attributes. To address this issue, VIVA enables
users to rapidly annotate video frames (e.g., person A appearing
at 2:00-2:15, 3:10-3:40), so that users can filter frames using this
information. We design an iterative labeling workflow that use an
interactive deep ML model with the following steps:

• Step 1: Labeling frames. For a specified entity (e.g., cross-
walk), a user applies binary labels to a set of frames (positive
shown as green at the top of each frame or negative as dark
orange). Figure 4 illustrates our design.

• Step 2: Training AI to make suggestions. Once the user
labels several frames, a deep model is trained and recom-
mends additional frames that can possibly be annotated from
the rest of all the frames (sorted by prediction scores).

• Step 3: Validating results. The predictions made by the
model can be incorrect. VIVA allows users to accept or reject
these suggestions by clicking the frames (changing from
striped green to either green or orange).

• Step 4: Repeating the process.Users can label more frames
and retrain the model to refine the results.

Incremental sensemaking of videos. With this workflow,
users can incrementally make sense of videos and perform high-
level exploration and complex tasks by gradually adding more
annotations to VIVA [22, 25]. When first launching VIVA, no anno-
tations may exist and users must rely on the frame view, which
makes it relatively difficult to perform complex searching tasks.
However, by creating annotations for entities, they will have more
options for filtering, enabling them to explore and analyze videos in
multiple ways and gain a deeper understanding of video contents.

2.3 Implementation Details
VIVA is a web application implemented with Flask, a Python web
framework, for server-side, and Svelte [1], a JavaScript web frame-
work, for client-side. For the binary classifier used in the annotation
workflow, a neural network with two hidden layers takes as input
a pre-trained representation of a frame obtained from VGG16 [27].
When training data contains more positively labeled frames than
negative ones, an additional randomly sampled set of unlabeled
images are labeled as negative to balance the numbers of positive
and negative images, which improves performance. A single an-
notation cycle consisting of training on tens of labeled frames and
inference on a video with thousands of frames takes often less than
10 seconds on a modern desktop that does not have a GPU, which
enables rapid iterations, but it varies depending on many factors.

3 USAGE SCENARIOS
This section presents a scenario of how VIVA can be used. Our
accompanying video demo showcases additional use cases (e.g.,
exploring academic talks in conference recordings; curating self-
driving datasets from driving footage).

Finding Special Guests on TV Show Episodes. Consider Jane,
a video editor in the entertainment industry who is tasked with
creating a teaser clip of Melvina, a surprise guest, from the episode
‘The Dinner Party’ in Season 2 of The Office series. Melvina is not a
main character in this TV series, but she does appear as Dwight’s
plus-one. Thus, Jane decides to create a label for “Melvina” by using
the “Dwight” label available which has already been created by her
colleague since Dwight is one of the main characters. Jane filters
the frames using the “Dwight” label to collapse frames that do
not include Dwight. Then she quickly skims through the filtered
frames until she finds frames that include both Dwight and Melvina.
Jane then creates a new “Melvina” label by using VIVA’s annotation
workflow. She first identifies some frames depicting both of these
characters and then verifies other frames recommended by AI. After
Jane believes she has found most of the segments in which Melvina
appears, she now proceeds with splicing together a short clip of
Melvina’s appearances by using her “Melvina” label as a reference.
This saves much time for Jane. Without VIVA, she would potentially
have to watch the entire video to find relevant segments.

4 PRELIMINARY QUALITATIVE STUDY
We conducted a preliminary qualitative study to investigate how
users would use VIVA. We recruited 12 student participants from
our university (6 female, 6 male) and each had an one-hour Zoom
session with us. They are asked to use VIVA for two videos (i.e.,
The Office TV series episode and driving footage), and for each
video, perform four searching tasks (e.g., find when Dwight arrives
at party with a lady), one of which preceded by a labeling task (e.g.,
annotate the lady).

We interestingly observed how successful participants annotated
entities and how VIVA’s frame view affects their annotation process.
Successful participants first labeled a sufficient number of frames,
which allowed the AI to provide good results on the first iteration.
They also selected frames from various scenes by quickly inspecting
through collapsed frames with the help of VIVA’s focus+context
frame view. This provides some diversity in the AI’s input, which

https://youtu.be/wdIu8XdqtWM
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is known to improve the performance. While reviewing the AI’s
suggestions, the participants could successfully identify frames that
were missed in the first iteration. They initially missed some frames
that were collapsed; however, the AI determines these frames to be
relevant and the tool fully displays them for review. This demon-
strates how VIVA’s approach to adaptively selecting a set of frames
to be fully displayed based on the context aids users in identifying
video segments of their interest.

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we present an interactive prototype that integrates in-
formation visualization principles and interactive machine learning
workflows into the domain of video exploration and analysis. This
work leaves several future research directions. The effectiveness of
both the focus+context technique and the annotation workflow can
be rigorously evaluated with quantitative evaluations. Furthermore,
many variations of the interactive ML workflow exist in optimizing
the user’s time and the model’s accuracy. For example, a model
may suggest video frames which it is uncertain about (like in active
learning) [4], possibly with explanations [12]. Lastly, on the techni-
cal side, future work can investigate the use of more complex deep
models that have been actively developed by the AI community,
such as object tracking, multimodal models [2, 21].
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